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Overview 

This book draws from the author’s own experiences and
knowledge to portray ways to improve your life and career. 
One of the big concepts portrayed throughout this book is to 
make unique connections between separate fields in order to 
spurt progress, and to embrace your hunter instincts. 

 

PART 1 - AWAKEN 

Chapter 1. The Hunter and the Farmer 

The author distinguishes between “farmers” and
“hunters” in our careers. Farmers create rules which 
aim to protect the status quo at all costs. Farmers are not 
successful because: 

1. Farmers become complacent with their successes. 
2. Farmers are only really good at repetitive tasks. 
3. Farmers are overprotective of their own beliefs. 

These traps hold farmers back. When they become good 
at something, they become complacent and don’t
actually reach their full potential. An example of a 
hunter would be the company Zara. They focus on 
rapidly inventing new fashion. They have no ads and 
no outsourcing, but their rapid release cycle of newly 
designed fashionable clothing sparks a sense of 
predatory urgency in their customers, and they have 
become a worldwide phenomenon. 

 

Chapter 2. Farmer Traps vs. Hunter Instincts 

x “Farmer Trap #1: Complacency”: Examples of this 
trap include Blackberry and MC Hammer. Both 
were leading their respective industries at one time 
or another, but became complacent with their own 
success. 

x “Hunter Instinct #1: Insatiability”: Hunters are the 
opposite of this, always insatiable for new 
developments. An example is how Capital One 
constantly looks over new data describing 
customer behavior, and is always insatiable for new 
data regarding their customers. 

x “Farmer Trap #2: Repetition”: Blockbuster was 
once the go-to store for video rentals. But repeating 
their same business model made them unable to 
handle the rapid change of services such as Netflix. 

x “Hunter Instinct #2: Curiosity”: A man living in a 
desolate town with mostly only fast food was 
curious why there was no healthy food choices. He 
started growing healthy food in gardens, selling it 
to local stores. He tested his business in small steps, 
but was always curious about how things could be 
better. 

x “Farmer Trap #3: Protectiveness”: Kodak was 
presented with the option to enter the digital 
camera market before it was mainstream. Instead, 
they chose to protect their existing business model, 
seeing no future customer desire for digital photos. 
Their prior success and their culture (“protect your 
lead”) held them back from embracing the future,
and they ended up failing as a company. 

x “Hunter Trap #3: Willingness to Destroy”: A 
hunter is always seeking new opportunities. 
Always willing to destroy what exists in order to 
create something better. Always questioning the 
status quo. 

 

“To abandon 

the relative safety 

of normalcy”  

  


